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Abstract 

The legform impactor and the legform impactor certification test defined 
by EEVC WGlO have been changed by WG17. This report describes the 
remodeling of both legform impactor and its certification test. The basic 
design of the legform impactor remains unchanged. The main differences 
all apply to the deformable knee. The legform impactor certification test 
however has a totally new setup. The legform impactor is no longer attached 
to a pendulum system and swung against a honeycomb barrier. The new 
certification test design describes a cone shaped impactor which is propelled 
against the legform impactor. Besides the remodeling several improvements 
have been made on both the ellipsoid and the FEM model. The effect of the 
foam on the knee motions has been modeled. Furthermore, for both models 
better foam material parameters have been implemented. 



Preface 

The group 'crash safety', a subdivision of TNO, performs research on crash 
safety of vehicles. In order to do so, 'crash test dummies' are developed 
and tested. A crash test dummy is a model of a human which is used in 
a crash test. Dummies are manufactured in such a fashion that their be- 
havior during a crash is as similar as possible to the dynamically behavior 
of a human during a crash. Seen from the outside, a dummy is a good 
geometrical represention of a human. In the inside, only the most impor- 
tant components that influence the dynamics during collision are copied 
from real humans. The mass properties and positions of joints correspond 
closely to real joint positions and body masses. Dummies are equipped with 
sensors which measure various parameters like acceleration, deflection and 
force. The advantages of the use of dummies are that repeatable, objective 
test results are obtained and that of course no-one really gets hurt. Cars 
have to  meet various requirements concerning pre described tests with crash 
test dummies. The objective is that if a car meets the regulations, it is 
safe on a certain area. Because not everything can be tested or subjected 
to regulations, the tests have to be carefully designed to represent actual 
collisions and cover all the important situations. TNO has developed a soft- 
ware package called 'MADYMO' which can simulate the dynamic behavior 
of cars during collisions. Car manufacturers can save an enormous amount 
of money with such a tool. The goal of the package is to provide a means to 
represent a real crash as close as possible. Because most tests are conducted 
with crash test dummies, there is need for a numeric model of crash test 
dummies. In this way a car manufacturer can on forehand make a prediction 
on the test results. 



Definitions 

MADYMO MAthematical DYnamical Model. Software package devel- 
oped at TNO offering method to numerically simulate crash situations. 

Ellipsoid dummy model Multi body dummy model with its geometry 
described by ellipsoids, cylinders or planes. This type of model is often 
referred to as multi body model. In this report the term 'ellipsoid7 is 
used instead of 'multi body'. 

FE dummy model Dummy model in which (outer) parts are described 
by FE  while its inner parts can be modeled by ellipsoid parts. 

Femur Upper leg 

Tibia Lower leg 

Legform impactor Dummy of the human leg, consisting of femur, tibia 
and knee. 

TRL Transport Research Laboratory, producer of the legform impactor 

EEVC European Enhanced Vehicle-safety Committee, assesses vehicle safety 
and proposes methods to increase vehicle safety 

Certification test Test to validate, in this case, a dummy or impactor. 

Confortm foam Foam used in automobile industry and dummies for its 
large damping capacity. 

Contact functions Throughout this report three curves are frequently 
used to assess contact properties. They are referred to as 'contact 
functions': A force-penetration curve, velocity-penetration curve and 
the time history function of the contact force. 

Johnson-Cook A model to describe strain rate dependent behavior 

DOF Degree Of Freedom. Number from 1 to 6 which defines in how many 
ways and object can make a (relative) motion. The 6 DOF's consist 
of 3 translational and 3 rotational movements. 



Old model Model of the legform impactor as made according to the WG 
10 demands. See [2] and [3]. 

New model Model of the legform impactor as made according to the WG 
17 demands. See [I]. 



Introduction 

Pedestrian casualties form a large proportion of road user casualties in all 
countries. Research has shown that a significant reduction in pedestrian 
injury severity could be achieved by improvements to the design of the front 
area of the car fleet. As part of their target to minimize road accidents, the 
government has supported a continuing programme of research on pedestrian 
protection at TNO. 

A European collaborative group has been working since 1988 to develop 
test methods and performance criteria suitable for use in regulations to 
require pedestrian protection in cars. This work was carried out under the 
auspices of the European Enhanced Vehicle-safety Committee (EEVC) in 
their working groups 10 and 17. 

Test methods were developed using a model of a typical collision. See 
figure 1.1. This model represents a pedestrian being hit by a car from the 

Figure 1.1: Car in collision with pedestrian 

side. Analysis of statistics concerning pedestrian injuries in accidents indi- 
cated three types of injuries most common to these accidents. Most injured 
pedestrians suffered knee-injuries, upper leg injuries and head injuries. For 
this reason it has been decided that the tests shouId indicate the safety of 
the front of the car with respect to these three injuries, see [I]. 



The first test uses a legform impactor to assess knee injuries when the 
bumper hits the leg. The next test uses an upper legform impactor to de- 
termine the risk of fractures in the upper leg. The last test uses a head 
form impactor which is impacted against the bonnet to assess head injuries. 
These tests are designed to indicate only the mentioned three types of in- 
juries. The safety with respect to other aspects is not measured. Hence it 
is necessary to be sure that the tests cover the most important injuries. For 
instance, when the front car design changes, other types of injuries might 
occur more often. In that case, the tests should be altered. 

All three test methods involve the use of impactors. The use of im- 
pactors provides a means to quantify the complex collision situation. These 
impactors have known dimensions and properties so experiments will be re- 
peatable. They are also equipped with sensors. The goal of the tests is to 
determine the safety of cars. The sensors of the impactors generate multiple 
channels of data. This data must be translated in a measurable value that 
represents 'the safety of a car'. Much research effort is spent to formulate 
criteria which actually reflect the safety of the front of a car. 

In June 1997 it was decided by the former members of WG 10 to set 
up a new EEVC Working Group 17. One of the main tasks was to review 
the test methods formulated by WGlO and make adjustments if necessary. 
New statistics in the field of accidents were taken into account. This WG 
17 reformulated some of the test methods. 

Because the software package MADYMO is delivered with models of 
these tests, these tests have to be remodeled in order to comply with the 
new tests. 

This report is about the modeling of the changes to the 'legform impactor 
to bumper' test. The layout of the remainder of the report will be: 

a Chapter 2 will give a short description of the MADYMO program used 
for simulation and modeling. 

Chapter 3 contains a description of the legform impactor. 

a Chapter 4 Describes the modeling of the Ellipsoid legform impactor. 

a Chapter 5 Describes the modeling of the FE legform impactor. 

Chapter 6 describes the differences between the old and new models. 

Chapter 7 describes the dynamic certification test and the deriving of 
parameters from this test. 



MADYMO 

MADYMO (MAthematical Dynamic Model) is a computer package which 
is used to simulate crash situations. It combines in one simulation pro- 
gram the capabilities offered by ellipsoid (for the simulation of the motions 
of a system of bodies connected by kinematical joints) and finite element 
techniques (for the simulation of structural behavior and assessment of de- 
formation of structures). This makes MADYMO a very suitable package for 
various dynamic impact simulations. The advantage of an ellipsoid simula- 
tion is, generally speaking, that an ellipsoid simulation takes far less time 
to  compute than a finite element simulation. With a FE model on the other 
hand it is possible to obtain more accurate results, at cost of computation 
time. The advantage of MADYMO is that both modeling methods can be 
used in one model. This way of modeling makes it possible to make effective 
use of the (limited) computational resources. 

MADYMO has been developed at TNO and several versions have been 
issued. The version used for simulations described in this report has been 
5.4.1 

MADYMO uses a hierarchic structure when modeling ellipsoid struc- 
tures. This means that bodies are connected like branches in a tree. Every 
body is connected by a joint to its 'parent' body and can be connected to 
several 'child' bodies. Bodies are connected to their parent and child by 
joints. Joints are kinematic restrictions to the relative motions of the two 
bodies. MADYMO knows many types of joints. For instance, a 'bracket7 
joint restricts all relative motion, while a 'free' joint implies no restrictions 
with respect to the relative motion between two bodies. 

2.1 Bodies 

The 'bodies' MADYMO uses, are fully defined by its mass properties (Mass, 
moments and products of inertia) and the position of its center of Gravity 
(C.G.). Although it is not necessary to specify a geometry of a body, this can 



be done for two purposes. It is convenient to use a geometry for visualizing 
the model. Geometries are also needed in contact situations, where they 
form a contact surface. In both cases the geometry doesn't influence the 
mass properties of the body, in contrast to a real body. MADYMO allows 
a user to specify four different types of geometries. Cylinders, ellipsoids 
and planes form the basic geometries. The more complex geometries can 
be nade  using 'f~cets'. Fxe ts  are small surface elements connected to  each 
other by their corner points called 'vertices'. In this report, all bodies are 
modeled as rigid. 

2.2 Joints 

Two bodies with no restrictions on their relative motion have 6 DOF's. A 
joint implies zero or more restrictions on the relative motions, so the DOF 
of that joint is lower or equal to 6. The forces and moments bodies exert 
on each other to constrain certain DOF's are called 'constraint forces and 
moments'. These forces and moments 'keep the joint together'. 

A joint can also transduce forces and moments associated with the DOF's 
it has. These are called 'joint forces and moments'. An example of a joint 
force could be a translational movement possibility restrained by a force 
depending on the relative displacement. MADYMO allows these forces and 
moments to be specified as functions of the relative position of the two 
bodies. Stiffness and damping functions can be specified. 

2.3 Contact 

Because most bodies are not able to deform, contact between bodies is mod- 
eled in a special way in MADYMO. MADYMO calculates contact forces as 
a function of the penetration. Two bodies can penetrate each other, and 
contact forces are determined by a stiffness and (in some models) a damping 
function. See the example figure 2.1. In this example an elastic ellipsoid is 
in contact with a rigid plane. For each contact, a contact plane is deter- 
mined, which is used to obtain the direction of the contact force. The point 
'C' where the contact force is applicated is the projection of the point with 
most penetration on the contact plane. The point where the force 'F' is ap- 
plicated depends on the elasticity of both bodies in contact. If, for instance, 
the plane is elastic and the ellipsoid is rigid, then the point of application 
is not 'C' but 'A'. If both are elastic some point 'B' in between will be 
the point of application, depending on the precise elastic properties of the 
bodies. MADYMO knows two contact models: 'FORCE' and 'STRESS'. In 
'FORCE' mode, the contact forces are calculated as function of the maxi- 
mum penetration (h) of a body. In 'STRESS' mode the contact forces are 
calculated as function of a sum of penetrations of multiple points. 



-_. --- 

Ellipsoid 

Figure 2.1: Contact between an elastic ellipsoid and a rigid plane 

2.4 Forces and moments 

MADYMO allows joint forces and moments and contact forces to be deter- 
mined by user defined functions. Usually a stiffness and a damping function 
can be specified. Because of the nature of materials it is desirable to model 
hysteresis. When hysteresis is modeled, two stiffness curves need to be spec- 
ified. A loading curve and an unloading curve. For a detailed description 
on hysteresis, see [8]. Also see figure 2.2 

1 'v Unloading curve 

Figure 2.2: Hysteresis: a different curve is used in loading than in unloading 



Legform impactor 

The legform impactor is a representation of a leg. WG 17 has formulated 
exact demands on the legform impactor, see [I]. However, these demands 
do not entirely lay down the design. The demands are intended to specify 
the dynamic behavior of the legform. Therefore the positions of the centers 
of gravity, the masses, the moments and products of inertia are prescribed. 
Furthermore the raw geometry and materials used are prescribed. The leg- 
form impactor consists of two parts. The 'femur' representing the upper leg 
and the 'tibia' which represents the lower leg. The whole legform is covered 
with two layers of foam. The inner 25 mm thick layer consisting of blue 
Confor foam represents the flesh and the top 6 mm thick layer made of neo- 
prene represents the skin. The legform impactor is schematically depicted in 
figure 3.1. The femur and tibia are connected by a deformable knee element. 
Particular interest is focussed at the knee because it determines important 
parameters of the dynamical behavior. The knee joint has two degrees of 
freedom. It is able to rotate and to translate. The rotation represents the 
bending of the knee in side impact. The translation corresponds to the rel- 
ative motion of femur and tibia. See figure 3.2. The motions of the human 
knee are restricted by ligaments and muscles. In the legform impactor these 
restrictions are also modeled. The shear movement is restricted by a leaf 
spring and the bending is restricted by the bending of two metal 'ligaments' 
connecting tibia and femur. 

The legform impactor is equipped with three sensors. A sensor measuring 
the bending angle, another sensor to measure the shear displacement and 
one to measure the acceleration of a certain point on the tibia. 

In MADYMO, two models were made of the legform. An ellipsoid model 
has been made and a FE model combining ellipsoid elements and finite 
elements for modeling the foam and neoprene. See figure 3.3. The ellipsoid 
and the FE model have been modeled in such a fashion that their behavior is 
as similar as possible to a legform impactor built by the Transport Research 
Laboratory (TRL). TRL's legform impactor complies with the demands of 
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Figure 3.1: Schematic drawing of the legform impactor 



Figure 3.2: Combined Translational Rotational joint 

EEVC. See [ 6 ] .  All tests are done with the TRL legform impactor, so the 
TRL legform impactor is used as reference in this report. 

Ellipsoid 
cylinders 

Figure 3.3: Cross-section of the ellipsoid and the FE model 



3.1 TRL legform impactor 

Because TRL has made the only legform impactor that complies with the 
demands of WG17 of the EEVC, this impactor is used as reference. It is 
important to know the design of this impactor because the data from exper- 
iments done with this impactor are used as comparance with the simulation 
resuits. When significant diEerences between experimental data and simu- 
lation data exists, the source is possibly found if the differences between the 
legform impactor and its numerical model are known. Figure 3.4 shows the 

Figure 3.4: Legform impactor as in certification test setup 

legform as it is used in one of its certification tests, to which we will come 
back later on in this report. 

A possible source of differences between hardware and numerical model 
is found in the knee. Only the dynamical behavior of the knee is specified 
by WG 17, not how it is constructed. Figure 3.5 shows the top and front 
of the legform impactor without the two layers of foam, see [5]. The knee 
is designed to have two degrees of freedom. The bending is accomplished 
by two deformable metal inserts, called 'ligaments7. These ligaments are 
clamped in the tibia and the femur. When the knee bends, these ligaments 
deform. This deformation induces a torque, which restrains the bending. 
Because the ligaments deform plastically, energy is dissipated. These liga- 



Figure 3.5: Drawing of the top and front of the TRL legform impactor without foam 
covering 

ments can only be used for one experiment. The shearing DOF is provided 
by means of a leaf spring which is connected to the clamp which holds the 
femur side of the ligaments. The bent legform impactor is depicted in figure 
3.6. See [5]. An external damper, which is not depicted, damps this leaf 
spring. The steel rod connecting femur and tibia is of variable length and 
is used to measure the bending angle. This rod does not convey any sig- 
nificant torque. Because of its design, the bending is limited to 30 degrees. 

Figure 3.6: Legform impactor in maximum bending position 

The mechanism that allows the shear is shown in figure 3.7. See [5]. The 
drawing does not show the viscous damper that is mounted on the femur 
and is connected to the end of the leaf spring. The function of the damper 
is to reduce vibrations in the shear system. The shear is limited to 8.0 mm. 



Figure 3.7: Legform impactor in maximum shear position 



Ellipsoid model 

The legform impactor is modeled as two bodies, represented by cylinders. 
See figure 3.3 One cylinder to model the femur and another to model the 
tibia. The femur is connected to the reference inertial space with a free joint. 
The tibia is connected to the femur by a Combined Translational Rotational 
joint (CTR) joint. This type of joint allows 2 DOF7s, one rotational and one 
translational DOF. A two-dimensional representation of this type of joint is 
depicted in figure 3.2. The translational joint is fixed to the femur and the 
rotational joint is fixed to the tibia. 

The translational and rotational DOF7s of the knee joint are constrained 
by stiffness and damping functions. WG 17 has prescribed the loading func- 
tions for the legform impactor without foam cover. See figure 4.1. These 
functions are bounded by upper and lower tolerance borders. For the bend- 
ing of the knee, a hysteresis model has been used. Two separate moment- 
angle functions have been defined. One function for loading and another 
for unloading the knee. Energy is absorbed during a cycle of loading and 
unloading. The concept of hysteresis is printed in figure 2.2. See [8] for more 
information on hysteresis. 

The foam on the TRL legform impactor influences the dynamical be- 
havior of the legform impactor. In the ellipsoid model the foam that covers 
femur and tibia has not been modeled as a deformable layer. Instead, the 
following three influence factors have been taken into account in the ellipsoid 
model: 

The mass properties of the foam influence the moments and products 
of inertia of the impactor 

0 The foam influences the motion of the knee 

The foam influences the contact forces when the legform is impacted 

To compensate for the mass of the foam, the mass properties of the foam can 
be attributed to the femur and tibia. With the use of simple calculations 
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Figure 4.1: Stiffness functions restraining knee DOF's 

corrections can be made for the mass, moments and products of inertia of 
femur and tibia. 

To compensate for the influence the foam has on the knee motion the 
stiffness and damping functions of the knee joint have been changed. The 
changed stiffness and damping functions consist of a part that is prescribed 
by WG 17 and an additional part that compensates for the absence of the 
foam. These functions are determined in section 4.1. 

It is possible to approximate the contact forces of the legform impactor 
with a contact model. In the ellipsoid model a so called 'FORCE' model has 
been used. This contact model has been chosen to enable contact with other 
ellipsoids. This contact algorithm is used to model the behavior of the foam 
that covers the legform impactor. It is important to realize that the contact 
forces are approximated by a function which depends solely on the maximum 
penetration, during the loading phase. Contact geometry has no effect on the 
evaluation of contact forces. No strain rate dependency has been modeled, 
because only damping forces could be evaluated in this contact type. The 
true strain rate dependency of foam can not be approximated by simple 
damping. 

With a good contact model it could be possible to approximate the 
contact forces in an impact situation. Only the contact forces and not the 
local deformed state of the foam determine the dynamic response of the 
legform impactor output signals. 

The following assumptions have been made in the ellipsoid model of the 
legform impactor, in order of supposed relevance: 

1. The shear leaf spring can be modeled by a massless spring 

2. The foam influences the dynamics only in mass properties, knee motion 



and contact forces. 

3. The influence of the foam on the knee motion can be lumped in stiffness 
and damping functions for the bending and shearing DOF's. 

4. The influence the foam has on contact forces can be approximated by 
a contact force model. 

5 .  The contact forces during impact can be approximated by a hysteresis 
model, which calculates contact forces as function of the maximum 
penetration. 

6. The local deformation of the foam does not affect the dynamics of the 
legform impactor. 

7. The deformations of femur and tibia are too small to play a significant 
role and can therefore be modeled as un deformable. 

The Ellipsoid model's most important limitations are: 

No strain rate dependent contact model 

0 Contact geometry does not influence contact forces, only maximum 
penetration does. 

In appendix A the MADYMO input file is listed. The following section 
deals with the determining of the parameters of the ellipsoid model. 

4.1 Obtaining parameters ellipsoid legform model 

In order to obtain parameters of the ellipsoid model, experimental data is 
necessary. The only experimental data available came from the dynamic 
certification test with the TRL legform impactor. In chapter 7 this dynamic 
certification test is discussed in greater detail. 

The force-penetration curve of the experiment in figure 7.4 can easily be 
used to  obtain the contact properties for the ellipsoid model. The 'FORCE' 
model requires the contact forces to be specified as function of penetration 
and therefore can be copied from figure 7.4. Because only one experiment has 
been conducted at only one impact speed, the ratio between time dependent 
and non-time dependent factors determining the forces exerted on the knee 
by the foam can not be determined. But even if this ratio was known, it 
could not be possible to model strain rate dependent behavior in this type 
of contact because of limitations in MADYMO. 

The influence of the foam on the knee can be compensated for in four 
functions: 

0 loading and unloading function for knee bending 



damping coefficient of knee bending 

stiffness function of shear displacement knee 

0 damping function of shear displacement knee 

The methed tc! abtak the extra stiffnesses and damping has been trial and 
error. As expected, the knee shear stiffness and damping greatiy influence 
the knee shear curve. The damping coefficient influenced the decrease of 
the shear. So the damping had been determined, and later the stiffness. 
The knee bending curve was close to the experimental knee bending curve 
without any extra stiffness or damping. A little damping was added until 
experiment resembled simulation bending results. It has been chosen to add 
damping instead of stiffness because it had been expected that damping 
influence was far greater than stiffness influence on knee bending at these 
conditions. This approach resulted in a set of parameters which yield test 
results which lie between the given corridors. See figures 7.6 and 7.7. 

The following assumptions have been made for determining the param- 
eters of the ellipsoid legform model, in order of supposed relevance: 

1. If the knee model has identical dynamic properties as the TRL legform 
impactor and the contact forces applied to the impactor ellipsoid model 
are identical, the model will respond in the same way as the TRL 
legform impactor responds. 

2. The certification test environment is close enough to the environments 
in which the legform impactor will be used, to predict reliable results 

3. it is possible to compensate for the absence of foam by adding extra 
damping and stiffness to the knee DOF's 

4.2 Time step 

The necessary time step has been determined using a simulation with the 
model. The certification test simulation has been used for this purpose. The 
solutions remained converged until a time step than 2.5 - [s]. At any 
larger time step the solutions diverged. 

4.3 Robustness 

The robustness of the model has been checked with the certification test, 
conducted at an impact speed of 50 [km/h] (= 13.9 [m/s]). Particular in- 
terest was focussed at the shear, because an end stop of 8 mm had been 
reached. The model displayed no instabilities and responded as could be 



expected. The maximum bending angle reached about 36 degrees, the max- 
imum shear was 9.5 mm, maximum acceleration reached 480 g, maximum 
penetration reached 36 mm and maximum contact force reached 26 kN. 



Chapter 5 

FE model 

The FE model has the same basic structure as the ellipsoid model. Two 
ellipsoid cylinders form the femur and tibia. Both are connected by a de- 
formable knee. The difference is that in the FE model the foam layers are 
modeled by a hollow cylinder consisting of finite elements. This cylinder 
cover both femur and tibia. In the FE model the influence of the foam does 
not have to be compensated in other parts of the model. The prescribed 
stiffness functions displayed in figure 4.1 for the legform without foam cover 
have been used to model the knee element restraining functions. The mass 
properties of the two un deformable cylinders have been adapted to obtain 
the demanded mass properties when the foam is attached. The mass prop- 
erties of the FE model are tabulated in table 5. The mass properties consist 
of a ellipsoid part (Ell.) and a FE part. The combined properties (Total) are 
compared with the prescribed properties (Presc.). The moments of inertia 
are calculated around the C.G. of the corresponding body. All products of 
inertia are zero in this coordinate system. 

The diameter of the cylinders has been brought back to 70 mm, which 
is the diameter the TRL legform steel tubes have without foam. 

The finite element approach to the modeling of the foam offers advan- 
tages but also disadvantages. The foam properties need not be lumped in 
other parts of the legform impactor. This means that the way contact is 
modeled is more realistic because the finite element foam is able to deform. 

Femur 
Ell. FE Total Presc. 
8.216 0.384 8.6 8.6 
0.122 0.005 0.127 0.127 
0.01 0.001 0.011 - 
0.122 0.005 0.127 0.127 

Tibia 
Ell. FE Total Presc. 
4.303 0.497 4.8 4.8 
0.109 0.011 0.120 0.120 
0.01 0.001 0.011 - 
0.109 0.011 0.120 0.120 

Table 5.1: FE mass properties 
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This also makes the model contact geometry dependent. The material mod- 
els that can be applied to the FE foam offer a better way to model the 
foam than a force-penetration function. Strain rate dependency is an op- 
tion, for instance. The FE-foam influences the knee bending like in the real 
impactor; the foam on the outside is stretched whereas the foam on the in- 
ner side of the knee is compressed as the knee bends. This results in forces 
which counteract the bending. 

The disadvantages are that a simulation will take more computation 
time, and FEM is subject to possible instabilities, especially as great defor- 
mations occur. 

The foam has been modeled as a hollow cylinder which covers femur 
and tibia. The hollow cylinder has been divided in 2646 elements. In radial 
direction 3 elements, in circumferential direction 18 and in axial direction 
49 elements were used. Each element has the shape of a block and has eight 
nodes. The finite element foam is connected to the ellipsoid cylinder by 
fixing the innermost nodes to the tibia or femur, to whichever they belong. 
The nodes in the space between femur and tibia are not connected. See 
figure 5.1. When the knee bends, the foam on the outside is stretched, 
whereas the foam on the inside is compressed. This causes slip between 
foam and the metal tube. In the FE model, the first rings of nodes around 
the knee that contact the femur or tibia body have been given one DOF, in 
axial direction. If this hadn't been done, all the stress from bending would 
be concentrated in a few elements. The inner diameter of this foam tube 

Figure 5.1: The -a- nodes are not supported, the -b- nodes have one DOF and the other 
nodes have no DOF1s 



has been set to 66mm and the outer diameter to 132 mm. This means that 
the inner nodes lie 2 mm deep in the cylinder, to which they are attached. 
This has been done to make the model more robust. FE models tend to get 
unstable at high strains. The extra thickness prevents very high strains and 
strain rates. This can be best explained with the following example: When 
the inner nodes lie on the surface of the cylinders and the foam is compressed 
to 3 mm thickness, the logarithmic strain E = ln($ will be -2.34 [-I. When 
the foam is 2 mm thicker the foam is compressed to 5 mm. This results 
in a strain of -1.89 [-I, which is significantly smaller and will cause less 
instability. It is very important to compensate for the extra thickness in 
the foam material model, or else the foam will compress to about the same 
strain if the penetration force is equal. 

The material model of the foam is of great importance. It affects the 
contact forces, the shearing and bending of the knee. MADYMO offers 
a special 'foam' material model. This model has been used to model the 
foam. Blue Confortm foam is a material which displays strong strain rate 
dependent behavior. This means that the stress strain curve depends on the 
strain rate, the derivative of the strain. The Johnson-Cook model has been 
used to model the strain rate dependency. See equation (5.1). The foam 
has been given a density of 100 [kg/m3]. 

In this equation aqs (E) is the stress strain function for quasi static loading, 
a(&, i) is the stress strain loading function with strain rate dependent be- 
havior. For unloading the function aul (&) is used, which has no strain rate 
dependent behavior. The loading curve is connected to the unloading curve 
by a hysteresis slope, see figure 2.2. 

The way finite elements make contact with other bodies is fundamentally 
different from ellipsoid bodies. When finite elements are in contact, they are 
able to deform due to contact forces. The contact forces are determined in 
such a way that penetration is avoided. Penetration occurs, but the contact 
algorithm tries to minimize this contact by 'penalty functions'. A penalty 
function is a function that determines the force necessary to minimize pen- 
etration by applying a reactive force to the surface it contacts. 

The following assumptions have been made in the FE model of the leg- 
form impactor, in order of supposed relevance: 

1. The shear leaf spring can be modeled by a massless spring 

2. The FE foam layer is modeled with a thickness of 33 mm, while the 
thickness of the foam layer of the TRL legform impactor is 31 mm. 
This difference can be compensated by adjusting the material model. 

3. The effect of slip between foam and cylinder can be approximated by 
providing on DOF for certain nodes. 



4. The neoprene and the blue Confor foam can be modeled as a uniform 
layer of FE foam. 

5. The Johnson-Cook model represents actual strain rate dependent be- 
havior. 

6. .The deformation of fenmi- a i d  tibia, steel tubes is too sma!! te p!~y a 
significant role and can therefore be modeled as un deformab!e. 

The FE model's most important features are: 

Strain rate dependent foam 

0 Contact geometry dependency 

In appendix A the MADYMO input file is listed. 

5.1 Obtaining parameters FE legform model 

The FE model has various parameters determining the dynamical behav- 
ior. Most of these parameters should not be changed because they are pre- 
scribed. For instance, the deformable knee, mass properties and geometry 
must remain as specified. With the right material model of the foam, the 
FE model should display identical behavior as the TRL legform impactor. 
The available data about foams proved to be inaccurate. This data has 
not been used in the model. The experimental data from the TRL legform 
impactor dynamic certification test provides a lot of information about the 
foam behavior. To this test we will come back later in chapter 7. 

The goal is to make a material model in such a manner that the contact 
functions are equal to the experimental contact functions. However if the 
contact functions are equal for this test environment, it doesn't have to mean 
the material model will predict the contact functions in other environments. 
The contact functions depend on multiple factors: 

1. The contact geometry; the surfaces of both bodies in contact. 

2. The impact speed 

3. The material properties 

The first two factors are dependent of the test environment. The contact 
forces are composed of time dependent and non-time dependent factors, see 
equation 5.1. The ratio between these parts cannot be determined by only 
one experiment. Tests with different impact speeds need to carried out to do 
this. It is assumed that the strain rate dependency model and its parameters 
cl and cz were chosen right in the old model. 



Whereas in the ellipsoid model the contact geometry has no effect of the 
contact forces, in the FE model this effect has been taken into account by 
the deformation of the foam, depending on the contacting surface. Because 
strain rate dependent material behavior and contact geometry dependency 
have been modeled it is assumed that the model gives reliable results in 
other test environments close to the certification test environment. More 
experiments with different contact geometries and impact speeds will be 
needed to prove this assumption. 

The only parameters left which can be variated to obtain identical con- 
tact functions as the experiment are held in the stress-strain relationship. 
This stress-strain curve must be strictly increasing, in order to prevent nu- 
merical problems. See figure 5.2. For more information on foam see [8]. A 

Collapse 

Linear elastic stage K -  
strain 

Figure 5.2: Typical foam compression stress-strain curve 

stress-strain curve has been calibrated in order to obtain contact functions 
as close as possible to the experimental ones. The material model that re- 
sulted from this approach yielded results which fell between the corridors, 
see figure 7.6 and figure 7.7. 

The following assumptions have been made in this approach: 

1. The material model holds the only parameters that need to be varied 
to obtain a model that approximates the dynamic behavior of the 
legform impactor within the range of use. 

2. If the material model predicts the right contact functions, the mate- 
rial model is right in this and other environments close to the test 
environment. 

3. The Johnson-Cook material model described in equation (5.1) can be 
used to model the foam. 



4. The old model held the right parameter values for cl and cz, 0.7[-] and 
75[s-'] respectively. These values determine the ratio between time 
dependent and non-time dependent factors that influence the contact 
forces. 

5.2 Time step 

The necessary time step has been determined using a simulation with the 
model. The certification test simulation has been used for this purpose. 
The solutions remained converged until a time step of 2.0. [s]. At any 
larger time step the solutions diverged. The Courant time step has been 
determined by MADYMO to be 2.84. [s]. The Courant time step is a 
maximum time step. If a larger time step is used, the solution is not stable. 
See [8] for more information about Courant time step. The multi body time 
step used was the same as for the ellipsoid model, 2.5 - 10W4 

5.3 Robustness 

The robustness of the model has been checked with the certification test, 
conducted at an impact speed of 50 [km/h] (= 13.9 [m/s]). Particular in- 
terest was focussed at the shear, because an end stop of 8 mm had been 
reached. The model displayed no instabilities and responded as could be 
expected. The maximum bending angle reached about 36 degrees, the max- 
imum shear was 9.5 mm, maximum acceleration reached 630 g, maximum 
penetration reached 31 mm and maximum contact force reached 36 kN. A 
time step convergence check has been performed at these conditions. At the 
time step of 2.0. [s] the solution still proved to be converged. These 
results show striking resemblance with the ellipsoid robustness test. 



Differences between old and 
new models 

This chapter describes the differences between the FE and ellipsoid model 
developed under the WG 10 demands (see [3]) (old models) and the WG 17 
demands (new models). 

6.1 Ellipsoid model 

Shear damper The new model has a shear damper attached to the shear 
leaf spring of 1200 [Ns/m]. The old model has no damper on the leaf 
spring. The damping coefficient is composed of two parts: A part of 
500 [Ns/m] which is prescribed by WG 17 and a part of 700 [Ns/m] 
to compensate for the absence of the influence of the foam on shear. 

Leaf spring stiffness The leaf spring stiffness has been changed from 666.10~ 
[N/m] to 1012.10~ [N/m]. The shear stiffness actually consists of two 
parts: a part with stiffness 583.10~ [N/m] which is prescribed by WG 
17 and a part of 429.10~ [N/m] to compensate for the absence of the 
influence of the foam on shear. 

Knee joint rotational damping The old knee joint has a rotational damp- 
ing of 2.5 [Ns/m]. The new knee joint has a damping of 1.2 [Ns/m] to 
compensate for the absence of the influence of the foam on bending. 

Contact In both the new and old model the contact is modeled with the 
'FORCE' model. A loading curve is specified, but no unloading curve. 
Hysteresis model 1 is used with hysteresis slope of 1.OE+6 [N/m]. In 
the new model a loading and unloading curve have been specified. Hys- 
teresis model 2 is used with hysteresis slope 1.5E+7 [N/m]. Hysteresis 
model 2 better reflects the foam behavior. Reloading is done along the 



loading curve, instead of the unloading curve, as in hysteresis model 
1. The loading and unloading curves are depicted in figure 6.1. 

In ellipsoid-ellipsoid contact, the contact characteristics of both ellip- 
soids are combined. The use of hysteresis is allowed in both ellipsoids. 
Both ellipsoids must have a strictly increasing loading function passing 
through the origin. 

Leaf spring end stop In the old model the shear spring was modeled 
without end stop. In the new model an end stop has been modeled by 
significantly increasing the stiffness outside the 8 mm range. 

6.2 FE model 

Shear damper The new model has a shear damper attached to the shear 
leaf spring of 500 [Ns/m] . According to recommendations, see [6]. The 
old model has no damper on the leaf spring. Reason for WG 17 to add 
a damper has been unwanted shear vibrations after impact. See [7]. 

Leaf spring stiffness The leaf spring stiffness has been changed from 666.10~ 
[N/m] to 583.10~ [N/m]. This has been done according to the demands 
of WG 17. See [I]. 

Knee joint rotational damping The old knee joint has a rotational damp- 
ing of 2.5 [Ns/m]. The new knee joint has no damping, because damp- 
ing is neglectible in the metal ligaments which the joint represents. 

Foam connectivity between femur and tibia In the old model the FEM 
foam consists of two separate parts for femur and tibia. Thus there 
is no force or moment transfer between femur and tibia via the foam. 
In the new model the FEM foam covers both femur and tibia. One 
row of inner nodes (around the knee) is not supported, the rest of the 
inner nodes are fixed to femur or tibia 

Foam model Both old and new model use the Johnson-Cook rate depen- 
dency model and hysteresis model 2. The hysteresis slope of the old 
model is 4.OEf6 [ ~ / m ~ ]  opposed to the new slope of l.OE+9 [M/m2]. 
The stress-strain curves are different for both models. The curves are 
depicted in figure 6.1. 

Leaf spring end stop In the old model the shear spring was modeled 
without end stops. In the new model end stops have been modeled by 
significantly increasing the stiffness outside the 8 mm range. 
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Figure 6.1: Contact stresses and forces as function of strain and penetration 



Legform impactor dynamic 
certification test 

To validate the legform impactor, a certification test is designed by the 
EECV. The ellipsoid model, the FE model and the TRL legform impactor 
are validated by this test. 

The certification test has been given a totally new setup by WG 17. 
The old test consists of the legform impactor attached to a pendulum. The 
pendulum is swung so that the legform impactor hits a honeycomb barrier, 
just below the knee. 

Figure 7.1: FE and Ellipsoid dynamic certification test 

The new certification test consists of the legform impactor, supported 
by three wires, being impacted by a cone shaped impactor. See Figure 7.1 
and 7.2. The cone shaped impactor with mass of 16 kg hits the tibia at 
50 mm below the knee joint with a velocity of 7.5 m/s. This test has been 
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Figure 7.2: Top view and front view of legform impactor with cone shaped impactor 

done for the TRL legform impactor. The dynamic certification test has 
been modeled as F E  and ellipsoid model. The FE  test uses the FE legform 
model and a facet surface attached to a mass of 16 kg's to model the cone 
shaped impactor. In the ellipsoid model of the certification test the ellipsoid 
legform model has been used and an ellipsoid instead of a facet surface. The 
shape of the impactor has no influence in ellipsoid-ellipsoid contact, only 
the maximum penetration has. In figure 7.1 both test models are displayed. 
The acceptance levels for the certification test were determined from the 
test with the TRL legform impactor (see [6]), WG 17 agreed with this odd 
procedure. Reason for acceptance has been the fact that the TRL legform 
impactor meets all the demands, and therefore should be a good legform 
impactor. The lower and upper acceptance levels are displayed in table 7. 
The TRL certification test has yielded four channeIs of data. 

1. bending of the knee element 

2. shear of the knee element 

3. upper tibia acceleration 



Table 7.1 : Acceptance levels legform impactor 

Type 
Maximum knee bending 
Maximum knee shear 
Maximum upper tibia acceleration 

4. impactor acceleration 

max. value min. value dimension 
12.5 10.5 degrees 
5.25 4.25 mm 
240 190 m/s2 

These measurements are depicted in figure 7.3. 
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Figure 7.3: Experimental results of TRL legform impactor dynamic certification test 

The upper tibia acceleration and the impactor acceleration are measured 
along parallel lines with a distance between the lines of 16 mm. With the 
use of Newton's second law the contact force can be calculated from the 
acceleration of the impactor. F, = mi . ai, where F, is the contact force, 
mi is the impactor mass and ai is the impactor acceleration. When the 
acceleration signals of tibia and impactor are integrated twice each, it is 
possible to obtain the impactor and tibia positions. By subtracting these 
two the foam compression is obtained. It is assumed that the 16 mm distance 
between the lines of measurement can be neglected, in order to be able to 
subtract the signals. This assumption can be made because the lines are 
initially parallel and the orientations changes little during impact. Two 
initial conditions are needed per signal for integrating the two acceleration 
signals two times. For the impactor the impact velocity is measured and 
known to be 7.5 m/s. The tibia has zero velocity at  t=O.  To obtain the 
last two initial conditions the difference of the position signals has been set 
to 0 mm at the time of first contact between impactor and tibia. The time 
of impact is easily recognisible in the acceleration signals. The two position 
signals are subtracted in such a way that they result in an increasing value 



for increasing penetration. By integrating each acceleration signal once it 
is also possible to obtain the relative velocity between tibia and impactor. 
With this knowledge the following curves were made: 

Contact force versus penetration 

e Relative velocity impactor-tibia during impact versus penetration 

0 Contact force versus time 

These three functions are referred to as contact functions. These func- 
tions are displayed in figure 7.4 

Force-penetration foam 

1 
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Figure 7.4: Contact functions derived from the TRL legform impactor certification test 

7.1 Certification test environment 

It is important that the certification test resembles the test conditions of 
the legform to bumper test. The legform impactor is built to be used in 
the legform to bumper test. See figure 7.5 The dynamic certification test 
should provide similar conditions for the legform impactor. If differences 
exist between the certification test environment and the practical test envi- 
ronment, differences between the legform impactor model and TRL7s version 
will emerge. Differences could exist between the models and the TRL leg- 
form impactor, because the models were calibrated on the test results of the 
TRL legform impactor dynamic certification test only. In the legform to 
bumper test, which we will refer to as 'practical7 test, the legform impactor 
is propelled against the bumper of a car with a speed of 11.1 [m/s]. The 
bumper of the car is deformable, but the car itself will display no significant 
displacement, because of its relatively large mass. 



Figure 7.5: Legform impactor to  bumper test 



Figure 7.6: Certification test results for experiment, FE model and Ellipsoid model 



Figure 7.7: Contact functions of experiment, FE model and Ellipsoid model 



Conclusion 

The FE and Ellipsoid models of the legform impactor have been updated. 
The new dynamic certification test has been modeled as prescribed by WG 
17 of the EEVC, see [I]. Both models were validated in the dynamic certi- 
fication test. The models showed good resemblance with the TRL legform 
impactor. Most effort has been put in obtaining the parameters of the mod- 
els. The most important limitation in the developing of the new models 
has been the availability of test data. Only data from one experiment was 
available, so the models are calibrated only at  one speed. 

8.1 Recommendat ions 

To improve the model of the legform impactor, more experimental data is 
required. It is recommended to perform 'certification tests' at various impact 
speeds and contact geometries. Above all it is recommended to develop 
better material models for the foams used in the legform impactor. The foam 
material model used in this report has been derived from a complicated test 
with many disturbance factors. Therefore material tests are recommended. 

Furthermore, MADYMO should provide a more flexible way to evaluate 
contact forces. In the current version of MADYMO contact forces can be 
specified as a sum of a stiffness and a damping function; Fc = F, (A) + F~(X) 
where F, is a stiffness function and Fd is a damping function. It would 
be better if contact forces could be specified as a function of maximum 
penetration and its derivative; Fc = F c ( X ,  A), where F, is the contact force 
and X is the penetration. This function could be specified as a matrix. This 
model eliminates the limitations of the current model. 



Model description 

1 Listing of the FE model: 
SYSTEM #1 
Legf orm ........................................................................ 
CONFIGURATION 

L 1 

END CONFIGURATION 

GEOMETRY 
0.000 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 -0.1650 0.0 Femur 
0.000 -0.3820 0.0 0.0000 -0.2330 0.0 Tibia 

END GEOMETRY 

INERTIA 
8.208 1.12E-01 1.OE-02 1.12E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4.29 1.11E-01 1.OE-02 l.llE-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 

END INERTIA 

JOINTS 
Legform to inertial space 
1 FREE 

Knee joint 
2 CTR 

END JOINTS 

ORIENTATIONS 
2 2 1 1 1.570796327 
2 1 1 1 1.570796327 

END ORIENTATIONS 

STIFFNESS 
2 DAMPCOEF 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 + 

1 0 0.0 0.0 500 0.0 
END STIFFNESS 

FUNCTIONS 
shear stiffness : k=583.333E+3 [N/m] 

5 
-1.008 -1.0e8 
-0.008 -4666.6 
0.0 0.0 
0.008 4666.6 
1.008 1.0e8 

END FUNCTIONS 

CARDAN RESTRAINTS 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 -20000.0 0.0157 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 -20000.0 0,0157 0 0 0.0 0 0 0 

END CARDAN RESTRAINTS 

FUNCTIONS 
Bending loading and unloading stiffness 



LOADING PLUS 

-1.000 
0.000 
0.017 
0.070 
0.140 
0.279 

UNLOADING 

0.000 
0.000 

270.000 
350.000 
410.000 
470.000 

PLUS 
4 

-1.000 -2.700 
-0.009 -2.700 
0.000 -400.000 
1.000 -400.000 

!3: LOADING NEGATIVE 
6 

-0.279 -470.000 
-0.140 -410.000 
-0.070 -350.000 
-0.017 -270.000 
0.000 0.000 
1.000 0.000 

!4: UNLOADING NEGATIVE 
4 

-1.000 400.000 
0.000 400.000 
0.009 2.700 
1.000 2.700 

END FUNCTIONS 

CYLINDERS 
1 0.184 0.035 0.035 0.0 -0.184 0.0 2 0 0 0 Femur 
2 0.240 0.035 0.035 0.0 -0.254 0.0 2 0 0 0 Tibia 

END CYLINDERS 

ORIENTATIONS 
1 0 1 3 -1.570796327 
2 0 1 3 -1.570796327 

END ORIENTATIONS 

INITIAL CONDITIONS 
leave this line open, position legform with JOINT DOE 1 

JOINT DOE 
1 FREE 1 0 0 0 + 

0.0 0.0 0.0 + 
0 0 0 + 

. . velocity: x-vel y-vel z-vel 
0.0 0 0 - ~ 

END JOINT DOE 
END SYSTEM #I ........................................................................ 
FEM MODEL #1 
foam 

........................................................................ 
MODEL PARAMETERS 
TSTEP 2.OE-06 

END MODEL PARAMETERS 
I 

! 
! Femur nodes 
! outer: 1:378 
! middle: 1000:1755 
! inner: 2000:2377 
! Femur elements 
I outer: 1000: 1377 
! other: 5000:5755 
! Knee nodes 
! outer: 5000:5017 
! middle: 6000:6035 
! inner: 7000:7017 
! Tibia nodes 
I outer: 10000:10503 
! middle: 11000:12007 
! inner: 13000:13503 
! Tibia elements 
! outer 2000 : 2503 



! middle 3000 : 3503 (504) 
! inner 4000 : 4503 (504) 
COORDINATES 

1 0.00000000 0.06600000 -3.6380952e-01 0 
2 0.02257332 0.06201971 -3.6380952e-01 0 
3 0.04242398 0.05055893 -3.6380952e-01 0 

12005 0.03707937 0.02150443 -8.7600000e-01 0 
12006 0.02744357 0.03295124 -8.7500000e-01 0 
12007 0.01447599 0.04054293 -8.7600000e-01 0 
END COORDINATES 

! 
ELEMENTS 

! Foam elements: 
1000 SOLID1 5000 5017 6002 6000 1 18 1002 1000 
1001 SOLID1 5017 5016 6003 6002 18 17 1003 1002 
1002 SOLID1 5016 5015 6004 6003 17 16 1004 1003 

4501 SOLIDl 11969 13483 13484 11970 12005 13501 13502 12006 
4502 SOLIDl 11970 13484 13485 11971 12006 13502 13503 12007 
4503 SOLIDl 11971 13485 13468 11937 12007 13503 13486 11973 
END ELEMENTS 

MATERIALS 
TYPE FOAM 
HRGPAR 0.1 
LOADING FUNCTION 1 
UNLOADING FUNCTION 2 
HYSTERESIS MODEL 2 
HYSTERESIS 1.OE+9 
RATE DEP JOHNSON 
PRA 0.70 

! reference strainrate 
DRA 75 
DENSITY 100.0 
SET 2000:2503, 3000:3503, 4000:4503, 1000:1377, 5000:5755 

END MATERIALS 
! 
FUNCTION 

! loading 

0.26 2.OE6 
! unloading 

5 
-2.40 -4.OE6 

-1.42 -4.OE5 
-0.93 -1.5E5 
0.0 0.0 
0.93 1.5E5 

END FUNC 
! 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 
2360 0.0 0.0 -0.033 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 $1 f 
ORIENTATIONS 
1 1 1 1 -1.570796 

END ORIENTATIONS 
I 

FUNCTIONS 
2 - 
-1.0 -9.81 
10.0 -9.81 

END FUNCTIONS 



SUPPORTS 
! Inner nodes of foam except nodes around knee 

NUMBER 1 
SYSTEM #I 
BODY 2 
- -. 
SET 13018 : 13503 
NUMBER 2 . -- 

SYSTEM tl 
BODY 1 
DOF ALL 
SET 2018 : 2377 

! Inner nodes which can translate (to model slip) 
NUMBER 3 
SYSTEM #I 
BODY 2 
DOF Dl, D3 
SET 13000: I3017 
NUMBER 4 
SYSTEM #I 
BODY 1 
DOF Dl, D3 
SET 2000 : 2017 

END SUPPORTS 
END FEM MODEL #I ........................................................................ 
OUTPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS 
........................................................................ 

! The filtering requirements for the accelerometer is SAE Class 180. 
FILTER PARAMETERS 
IGNORE NO 
DEFAULT CFC180 
PADDING O. oio 
MOVECOMMAND REMOVE 

END FILTER PARAMETERS 
I 

LINACC 
! Tibia x-comp. accelleration in lac-file (signal 2) 
#I 2 -0.033 -0.066 0.0 0 0 0 1 Tibia accel. 

END LINACC 
I 

JNTPOS 
! TRAN 
! Knee bending angle in jps-file (signal 1) 
! Knee shear displacement in jps-file (signal 2) 
#1 2 Positions 
END JNTPOS 
I 

MARKERS 
! Tibia accelerometer position 
#I 2 -0.033 -0.066 0.0 

END MARKERS 
! 
END OUTPUT 
END INPUT DATA ........................................................................ 
! END MADYMO hybrid-FE EEVC legform model 
........................................................................ 

A.2 Listing of the ellipsoid model: 
SYSTEM #1 
Legf o m  
........................................................................ 
CONFIGURATION 
2 1 

END CONFIGURATION 
! 
GEOMETRY 

0.000 0.0000 0.0 0.0000 -0.1650 0.0 Femur 
0.000 -0.3820 0.0 0.0000 -0.2330 0.0 Tibia 

END GEOMETRY 
! 



INERTIA 
8.6 1.27E-01 1.OE-02 1.27E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 
4.8 1.20E-01 1.OE-02 1.20E-01 0.0 0.0 0.0 

END INERTIA 
I 

JOINTS 
! Legform to inertial space 

1 FREE 
! Knee joint 

2 CTR 
END JOINTS 

! 
ORIENTATIONS 
2 2 1 1 1.570796327 
2 1 1 1 1.570796327 

END ORIENTATIONS 
! 
STIFFNESS 
2 DAMPCOEF 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 + 

1 0 0.0 0.0 1200 0.0 
END STIFFNESS 

I 

FUNCTIONS 
! shear stiffness: k=583.333E+3 [N/ml 

5 
-0.016 -7.8e4 
-0.008 -8100.0 
0.0 0.0 
0.008 8100.0 
0.016 7.8e4 

END FUNCTIONS 
! 
CARDAN RESTRAINTS 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 4 -20000.0 0.0157 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 -20000.0 0.0157 0 0 1.2 0 0 0 

END CARDAN RESTRAINTS 
! 
FUNCTIONS 

! Bending loading and unloading stiffness 
!I: LOADING PLUS 
6 

-1.000 0.000 
0.000 0.000 
0.017 270.000 
0.070 350.000 
0.140 410.000 
0.279 470.000 

!2: UNLOADING PLUS 
4 

-1 .OOO -2.700 
-0.009 -2.700 
0.000 -400.000 
1.000 -400.000 

!3: LOADING NEGATIVE 
6 

-0.279 -470.000 
-0.140 -410.000 
-0.070 -350.000 
-0.017 -270.000 
0.000 0.000 
1.000 0.000 

!4: UNLOADING NEGATIVE 
4 

-1.000 400.000 
0.000 400.000 
0.009 2.700 
1 .OOO 2.700 

END FUNCTIONS 
! 
CYLINDERS 
1 0.184 0.066 0.066 0.0 -0.184 0.0 2 1 2 -1.5E7 Femur 
2 0.240 0.066 0.066 0.0 -0.254 0.0 2 1 2 -1.5E7 Tibia 

END CYLINDERS 
! 
FUNCTIONS 

! Loading stiffness of neoprene/conforfoam skin 
8 



0.0 0.0 
0.2E-2 300 
1.OE-2 3500 
1.5E-2 4500 

2.1E-2 4700 
2.35E-2 6700 

2.75E-2 13000 
! unloading stiffness of neoprene/conforfoam skin 

Q - 

END FUNCTIONS 
! 
ORIENTATIONS 
1 0 1 3 -1.570796327 
2 0 1 3 -1.570796327 

END ORIENTATIONS 
! 
INITIAL CONDITIONS 

! leave this line open, position legform with JOINT DOF 1 

JOINT DOF 
1 FREE 1 0 0 0 + 

0.0 0.0 0.0 + 

! .. velocity: x-vel y-vel z-vel 
0.0 0 0 

END JOINT DOF 
END SYSTEM #1 
........................................................................ 
OUTPUT CONTROL PARAMETERS ........................................................................ 
! The filtering requirements for the accelerometer is SAE Class 180. 
FILTER PARAMETERS 
IGNORE NO 
DEFAULT CFC180 
PADDING 0.010 
MOVECOMMAND REMOVE 

END FILTER PARAMETERS 
I 

~INACC 
! Tibia x-comp. accelleration in lac-file (signal 2) 
#1 2 -0.033 -0.066 0.0 0 0 0 1 Tibia accel. 

END LINACC 
! 
JNTPOS 
! TRAN 
! Knee bending angle in jps-f ile (signal 1) 
! Knee shear displacement in jps-file (signal 2) 
#I 2 Positions 
END JNTPOS 
I 

MARKERS 
! Tibia accelerometer position 
#1 2 -0.033 -0.066 0.0 

END MARKERS 
! 
END OUTPUT 
END INPUT DATA ........................................................................ 
! END MADYMO rigid body EEVC legform model ........................................................................ 
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